Welcome to the course on the working process with the Bank Statement Processing.
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In this topic, we enter the bank statement details to initiate the process. Then we process and
finalize the bank statement results. And finally we list the operations BSP creates automatically
in SAP Business One.
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After SAP Business One has been configured, you can start working with the bank statement
processing:
First, you need to ensure that during everyday work users in the company enter the
relevant information for BSP in marketing invoices. Note that this requirement is relevant
for certain working processes but is not obligatory.
On a regular basis you record the bank statement details as received from the house
bank. Manually or by import from the bank.
Then, you process the bank statement. This is the heart of the action when working with
BSP.
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In those cases where you have defined the BP Reference No. parameter as matching
criteria rule, you need to ensure that the user enters the reference number in the Customer/
Vendor Ref. No. field when creating marketing documents.
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On a regular basis, Maria the accountant at OEC Computers records the bank statement
details as received from the company house bank. Let us see the steps in this process:
Choose the menu path: Banking
Bank Statement Processing.

Bank Statement and External Reconciliation

In the Bank Statement Summary window in the header area choose the company house
bank.
The current balance of the G/L account appears in the top right area. Note that the current
balance is shown for information only and is not saved in the header of the bank statement.
In the row details area the system displays existing bank statements for this account.
You can automatically import or manually enter a new bank statement received from the
bank.
To automatically import the bank statement into SAP Business One without entering the
transactions manually, choose the Import from File button.
The Create New button opens the Bank Statement Details window and lets you create bank
statements manually.
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You have the option to record the bank statement manually or automatically.
The Import from File button is activated only if you selected the Imported Bank Statement
box for this bank in the House Bank Accounts – Setup window.
If this option was deselected, the bank statement is entered manually.
For more information on the file format assigned in the House Bank Accounts – Setup
window, refer to the Setup topic.
Maria has just downloaded a bank file from the house bank online service and saved it on
her local computer.
Choose the Import from File button, locate and open the folder containing the required
bank file.
Select the bank file and then choose the Open button to start importing the bank file
automatically.
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As a result of the import, the bank statement information appears in the Bank Statement
Details window.
In the example shown, you can see the txt bank file that Maria has downloaded.
The file format defined for the house bank is used to import the bank statement data of the
bank account.
Every bank has a different format.
File formats are available for most countries where BSP is available.
Additionally, SAP Business One partners can create .bfp files by using the Electronic File
Manager (EFM) add-on.
For details on the Electronic File Manager add-on, refer to the Online-Help and to the how
to guide document.
Note that when you choose to work manually, you need to record the transaction rows
listed by your bank in the Bank Statement Details window.
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Let us see how the information in the bank file was processed in SAP Business One using
the given bank format.
Note that each line begins with a line header; a two digit number. This designates the type
of information present in the line.
The first five lines and the last line in the bank file provide the data for the bank statement
header.
61 represents a new statement transaction, that is, each line represents one transaction
which would appear as a row on the statement.
86 provides more information on that specific line.
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In the header, the system verifies the bank account number to which we import the bank
statement.
Then, it imports the statement date.
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The starting and the ending balances are filled according to the values in the imported bank
file.
The starting balance represents the balance of the bank account before any of the
transactions on the bank statement have been taken into consideration.
The ending balance represent the balance of the bank account after all the transactions on
the bank statement have been taken into consideration.
When you record the bank statement manually:
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•

Make sure you enter the value in these fields as displayed on the received bank
statement.

•

Note that the values must match the corresponding fields in the Bank Statement
Summary window and,

•

Verify that the default value of the starting balance is the ending balance from
the previous statement (draft or finalized).
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For each row the external operation code is taken from the appropriate line in the bank file.
Note that the set of external codes used for the bank account is defined in the bank
definition in the menu path: Administration Setup Banking
Banks.
If an internal code value has been assigned during setup to an external bank operation
code, then it will be automatically populated for each selected external code.
If the bank operation code list has not been defined, choose an internal code manually for
every bank statement row.
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The amount for each row will appear as an incoming amount when the letter C precedes
the amount in the bank file and as an outgoing amount when D precedes the amount.
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In the business partner fields you can specify the details of the business partner whose
transactions you want to reconcile.
In the example shown, the business partner name and bank account number are imported
from the bank file.
You can enter the other fields manually. For example you can choose the business partner
code according the imported business partner name. This will assist the system to retrieve
documents and journal entries related to this business partner when reconciling internally.
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The dates to be assigned to the transaction created by the BSP appear in the corresponding
date fields.
By default, these columns are populated according to the definition set for the particular
bank in the Banks – Setup window.
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While reviewing the import results, you can enter missing data and update existing data.
After you enter all required transaction rows in the Bank Statement Details window, you
can begin to reconcile the bank statement.
Or, you can save the bank statement as a draft and process it at a later time.
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In this demo I will show you how to record the bank statement details as received from the
house bank. Manually or by import from the bank.
You can demonstrate how to record the bank statement details by entering few rows
manually of by importing a bank file as described in the previous slides.
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After recording your bank statement details either manually or by import from the bank, you can
start processing the bank statement. Let us review the process:
As a first step you initiate the reconciliation process between the data in SAP Business One
and the transaction rows in the Bank Statement.
As a result, SAP Business One retrieves documents (for example payments) and journal
entries based on the predefined matching criteria as candidates for the posting proposal.
You review the posting proposals for every transaction row and the matching between the
posting proposal and the bank statement.
You approve or reject the posting proposals and the reconciliations.
And finalize to post the payment transactions and to reconcile the open line items.
Lastly you check the postings in the system.
In the next slides we will go over the steps while processing the bank statement.
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After entering all required transaction rows in the Bank Statement Details window, you
can begin to reconcile the bank statement by choosing the Posting Proposal for Uncleared
Rows button.
SAP Business One prepares posting proposals for the transaction rows in the bank
statement based on the matching criteria defined during setup.
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Posting proposals are references to existing transactions in SAP Business One proposed
for linking with transactions from bank statement rows.
After you choose the Posting Proposal for Uncleared Rows button. SAP Business One
retrieves documents and journal entries based on the predefined matching criteria as
candidates for the posting proposal.
In the example shown you can see that for the payment in the first transaction row, the
system proposes three invoices with a similar amount.
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Select the Expand All button to view details of the retrieved documents and journal entries
for each transaction row. Optionally, review the posting proposals for every transaction
row.
The objective is to clear all bank statement rows.
To clear the posting proposal for a transaction row, select the Cleared/Selected checkbox.
To reject the posting proposal for a transaction row, deselect the Cleared/Selected
checkbox.
For each transaction row the system presents documents and journal entries.
When there is one proposal that has a full match with a transaction row, they are both
automatically selected as Cleared.
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The next step is to review the proposals generated by the system.
Let us look at the automatically cleared transaction rows in our example.
The first cleared row is the bank interest transaction with an outgoing amount of 13.30.
The system uses the posting method defined for the internal bank operation code in this
row – the G/L Account from/to Bank Account .
The G/L Account from/to Bank Account posting method indicates that an incoming or
outgoing payment from or to the G/L account will be created. And, an external
reconciliation will take place between the bank statement row and the G/L account.
Remember that in the Operation Details of the bank interest internal bank operation code,
we specified the G/L account to be used by default as an offsetting account to the bank
account when the bank statement transaction is posted.
Therefore, if we accept the system proposal and leave this row cleared, after finalizing this
bank statement, an outgoing payment of 13.30 will be posted to the Rabo bank against the
interest account 208010.
In addition, an external reconciliation will take place between the bank statement row and
the G/L account of the Rabo bank.
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I finalized the bank statement for you and here is the outgoing payment of 13.30 that was
posted to the Rabo bank against the interest account 208010.
And the external reconciliation that took place between the bank statement row and the
G/L account of the Rabo bank as presented in the Manage Previous External
Reconciliation window.
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The second cleared row is an outgoing check of 20000.
The external reconciliation posting method is defined for the internal bank operation code
in this row. This means that only external reconciliation is performed on the bank account
side, but that no transaction is posted.
The system retrieves journal entries that were already posted to the bank account and fit
the relevant matching criteria.
In the external reconciliation posting method case it is the external reconciliation matching
criteria.
According to the rules defined in the matching criteria, SAP Business One searches for the
following match:
A journal entry with a balance amount of 20000 (with a threshold of three
Euros). And,
Within five days from the row due date.
It retrieves one transaction of an outgoing check for the vendor Lasercom. Since the
vendor name appears in the bank statement row, you can deduce that this is the right
match.
When you finalize this bank statement, an external reconciliation will be preformed
between the journal entry of the outgoing check in the Rabo bank account and the
transaction row in the bank statement.
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While reviewing the proposals generated by the system use the Matching Criteria Log
column to see the round in which the matching was found.
Choose the Form Settings icon to define the column as visible.
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Let us see how to approve or reject the posting proposals and the reconciliations.
For the first transaction row the system proposes three invoices with a similar amount.
This is due to the fact that the system uses the Documents matching criteria for reconciling
sales and purchasing documents when the posting method specified is Business Partner
from/to Bank Account.
According to the rules defined in the matching criteria, the system searches for the
following match:
A document posted for the same customer name as in the transaction row, that
is Parameter Technologies in our example.
A balance amount of 6122 (with a threshold of two Euros). And,
Identical value in the BP Ref. No. field with the accuracy of 4 characters,
starting from the left.
All three rules were met for the three proposed invoices.
Note that the BP Ref. No. of the invoice is being compared with the value in the G/L
Account/Doc. Identification No of the transaction row.
Because there are three proposals nothing was selected.
Maria browses to the invoices and chooses to clear the third one against the bank row.
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Once you clear this row and finalize the bank statement, the expected results from this row
(based on the posting method) are:
An incoming payment from Parameters Technologies is posted.
An internal reconciliation takes place on the business partner side between the
invoice the and the new payment. And,
An external reconciliation takes place between the bank statement row and the
new payment in the G/L account.
Have you noticed that no payment transaction appears as a posting proposal? This is due to
the fact that with the BP from/to Bank Account posting method, the payment is supposed to
be created in the system as a result of the bank statement processing.
This posting method is designed for businesses that intensively use direct bank transfer for
incoming payments. They are not aware of the received payment until getting the updated
bank statement from the bank.
If the posting method was external reconciliation then payments that fit the external
reconciliation matching criteria would have appeared as posting proposals. In this case
only the external reconciliation would have happened.
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Now we have the last transaction row to clear. According to the BP Name, Maria recognizes that
this is an outgoing payment that was posted by the bank to the vendor CTI Computers.
Maria remembers that she gave the bank a telephone order to pay the vendor. Now, when she
receives the bank statement from the bank, she can post the payment to the bank account and
reconcile it against the relevant A/P invoice.
But, the system does not propose any invoices for this row.
Remember that according to the specified posting method, that is BP from/to Bank Account, the
system uses the documents matching criteria for reconciling sales and purchasing documents.
According to the rules defined in the documents matching criteria, no invoices were found.
Note that you can manually add transactions that do not fall under the matching criteria defined for
the row.
Double-click a row number. The Bank Statement Row - Details Expanded window opens.
This window enables you to perform manual reconciliation on a selected bank statement row.
At the top of the window you can see the details of the bank statement transaction row. Maria
chooses the vendor code for CTI Computers.
The buttons at the bottom of the screen vary according to the posting methods type.
So for bank statement row whose posting method is BP from/to Bank Account, like in our example,
you can add to this window open marketing documents and open journal entries. You also have the
option to create journal entries for this manual reconciliation.
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In our example as Maria remembers that the vendor has an open invoice that can match the
payment, so she chooses to add open documents.
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The Add Open Documents window opens allowing you to specify matching criteria for
selecting sales and purchasing documents. You can set a combination of up to three rules.
If no rule is specified, all documents related to the selected business partner will be
displayed.
Note that if no business partner is selected and no rule is specified, all open documents for
all business partners will be displayed.
We leave the selection as is without specifying a rule and choose OK.
All open A/P invoices for the selected vendor are displayed.
Note that SAP Business One adds open documents with posting dates that are earlier than
or the same as the posting date of the bank statement row in the Bank Statement Details
window. If the Posting Date field of the bank statement row is empty, SAP Business One
adds open documents with posting dates that are earlier than or the same as the current
system date.
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Maria recognizes the third A/P invoice as the open invoice to be paid by the payment row
received from the bank.
She selects the invoice row. But, the invoice balance is larger than the payment in the bank
row amount. The system is looking for a full match.
In this case you need to work with the Applied Amount field. When selecting the row, as
default, this field value is the Total field in the original document or transaction in the
payment currency.
You can choose Ctrl+B (or choose the Copy Balance Due option from the context menu)
to display the following:
When the balance due of the bank statement row is larger than the balance due
of the proposed transaction, this field displays the balance due of the proposed
transaction.
When the balance due of the bank statement row is smaller than the balance
due of the proposed transaction, as in our example, this field displays the
balance due of the bank statement row.
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Now the reconciliation is balanced and the Balance field at the top of the window is set to
zero.
Once you finalize the bank statement, the expected results from this row are:
An outgoing payment to CTI Computers is posted.
An internal reconciliation takes place on the business partner side between the
invoice the and the new payment.
The invoice will be partially reconciled with the payment amount leaving a
balance open. And,
An external reconciliation takes place between the bank statement row and the
new payment in the G/L account.
Note that if the difference between the documents total amount is within the allowed
payment difference, it will go to the underpayment or to the overpayment account and the
invoice will be closed. You define the allowed difference in the Currencies - Setup
window and the underpayment/overpayment account in the G/L Account Determination
window.
Alternatively, you can create a new journal entry using the Create New Journal Entries
button to balance the proposed transaction and to fully reconcile the invoice.
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All bank transaction rows are cleared. Once you have checked and approved the
recommendations, then you can finalize the bank statement.
Alternatively, you can save it as draft. Saving as a draft allows you to access and finalize
the bank statement at a later time.
You cannot finalize a bank statement until:
•

Every bank statement row is cleared and,

•

The Difference field is set to zero.
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The Difference field represents the starting balance plus the total incoming amount minus
the total outgoing amount minus the ending balance.
In the example shown the bank statement cannot currently be finalized until the Difference
field will be set to zero. To do so:
•

The starting or ending balances may need to be corrected,

•

or the existing transactions need to be modified,

•

or additional transactions need to be added.

After doing that you can finalize the bank statement.
As a result, all deselected rows are deleted, and the cleared bank statement rows are saved
in the SAP Business One database.
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Finalized bank statements are saved in SAP Business One and can be accessed through the
Bank Statement Summary window, and viewed by running the Bank Statement
Information report.
To open this report, choose Banking
Information.

Banking Reports

Bank Statement

You use the Bank Statement Information - Selection Criteria window to display detailed
information for one or more bank statements.
For finalized bank statements, the report shows incoming payments, outgoing payments,
and journal entries that have already been posted.
The report also includes draft bank statements.
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In this demo we will go through the steps of processing a bank statement.
Then, we will review the Bank Statement Information report and check the postings and
the reconciliations in the System.
Follow the scenario in the previous slides to demo the process.
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Let us discuss a scenario where one of the transaction rows in the Bank Statement Details
window represents a payment created by the payment wizard using an interim account.
The posting method in this case is Interim Account from/to Bank Account.
Note that interim accounts are also used in check and deposit scenarios.
Remember that for each house bank you can specify a G/L account to be used as an
interim account when a payment run takes place.
In the example shown, account 1205 is defined as the interim account for the Rabo bank.
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The Payment Wizard enables you to create outgoing and incoming payments in batches for
bank transfers, checks and bills of exchange. The payments are created according to your
selection criteria and payment methods.
If the created payments are bank transfer payments or direct debit payments, the payment wizard
can create a payment file for your house bank in the correct country-specific format. The bank
file contains instructions to make outgoing payments to vendors.
The bank can then post the payments and send you the information about the payment
transactions in the bank statement file.
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When configuring the banking setup, it is very important to define payment methods. This data
is used by default in every payment wizard run.
With the payment method, you control the entire payment process.
In the Payment Method – Setup window, select the Post to G/L Interim Account box to record the
transaction created by the payment to the G/L interim account and not to the G/L account.
In the House Bank Accounts – Setup window, you specify the G/L account to be used as an
interim account when a payment run takes place.
In the Payment Method – Setup window, also choose the file format to be used when the
electronic file is created for the bank.
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In the example shown, the payment wizard created a payment to vendor.
The house bank interim account is credited and the vendor account is debited.
The payment wizard creates a payment file which is sent to the bank.
The bank processes the payments and updates the bank statement they send to you.
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You record the payment in the bank statement with the posting method Interim Account
from/to Bank Account.
For this posting method the system is expected to create a journal entry that debits the
interim account and credits the house bank G/L account.
On creation of the journal entry there is:
•

An internal reconciliation between the interim bank account postings from the
payment wizard and the payment and,

•

An external reconciliation in the bank account against the bank statement row.

Note that the Interim Account matching criteria is used for automatic internal
reconciliation of the bank interim account.
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You have completed the BSP working process topic. Thank you for your time!
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